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BROADCAST CHANNELS: SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
AND OPEN PROBLEMS

WILLIAM J. LEIGHTON and HARRY H. TAN
Princeton University

Princeton, N.J.

Summary. In this paper we consider some recent developments and open problems on
broadcast channels. In particular we consider general discrete memoryless broadcast
channel with two information sources. For the case where the two sources are independent
we define a rate region R and show that arbitrarily reliable transmission of information
over a general broadcast channel may be achieved with suitable coding at all rates in R.
For the special case of degraded broadcast channels, R reduces to a previously known
expression for the capacity region. R is calculated for a nondegradable broadcast channel
which shows that previously known achievable rate regions can be substantially improved
upon. We also define an achievable rate region for the case of dependent information
sources. Finally, some open problems are discussed.

Introduction. The broadcast channel, a multiple-user communication channel with one
transmitter and two receivers, as shown in Figure 1, was first introduced by Cover[1]. In
[1], Cover posed the problem of determining the capacity region for the general broadcast
channel, that is, the set of all rates (R0,R1,R2) for which arbitrarily reliable transmission of
information from source (0) to destinations (1) and (2), from source (1) to destination (1),
and from source (2) to destination (2) may be achieved with suitable channel coding.
Subsequent work by Bergmans[2] and Gallager[3] established the capacity region for the
special case of degraded broadcast channels, that is, when one of the component DMC’s,
say P2 (.*.) is a cascade of the other component DMC, P1 (.*.) and a third DMC. For
nondegradable broadcast channels, Cover[4] and van der Meulen[5] have established a
region of achievable rates for which arbitrarily reliable transmission of information is
possible.

In this paper we present a new set of achievable rates which contains the rate region
established in [4] and [5]. We conjecture that this set of rates defines the capacity region
for the general broadcast channel, although we have not been able to establish a converse
coding theorem.



Figure 1 General Broadcast Channel
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The Achievable .Rate Region. -Consider the general broad
cast channel shown in Figure 1. Assume there is no canmon 
message to be transmitted to both receivers, i.e. R0 = o. 
Source (1} emits one of M

1 
messages, say m, and source (2) 

one of M2 messages, sa.y i. Each pair of messages (m, i) is 

then encoded into a codeword x . consisting of a sequence of -m, l. 
N channel input letters. The codeword x . is then simul--m, J. 

taneously transmitted over DMC's (1) and (2). Decoder (1) 
receives X and attempts to decode m, producing an estima.te 
... 
m, and decoder (2) receives z and attempts to decode i, ... 
producing i. We assume that the two decoders cannot colla-
borate. Associated with each such block code CN = {x . : -m,l. 
l s: m s: M

1
, 1 s: i s: M2 ) is the probability of decoding error 

Pe { CN} = max (Pe, 1 ( CN) ' Pe, 2 ( CN) ) 
... 

max P [m Fm I source ( 1) sends 
1 s: ms: M1 r "' 

where Pe,l(CN) = 

m] and Pe,2(CN) = 

max P [i '# i I source (2} sends 
1 s: i s: ~r 

i]. A rate pair (Rl, ~) is 

said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of codes 
NR1 NR2 with Ml= re 1 and M2 = re 1 such that Pe{~) ... Q as 

N ... m. The set of all achievable rate pairs is called the 
capacity region C of the broadcast channel. 

In this paper we define a rate region R as follows. 

CN 

Consider a discrete joint ensemble UXYZ with joint probability 
mass function 



Pr[U=u, X=x, Y=y, Z=z] =Q
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(u) o 2 (x!u) P
1
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where P 

1 
( • I·) and P 2 ( • I·) a.re the transition probabilities 

of DMC(l) and DMC(2) respectively, 0
1

( 0 ) an arbitrary 

probability ma.ss function and Q 2 ( • 1 • ) an arbitrary conditional 

probability mass function. Let 

Cl(Ql,Q2) = {(Rl,R2):Rl <I(U:Y),R2<I(X:ZIU)} (2) 

and 

C2(Ql,Q2) = {(Rl,~):Rl <I(X:YIU),R2<I(U:Z)} 
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,02 )uc2 (0
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where the union is over all o
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and o 2 as specified above. 
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The significance of R is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1: Every rate pair in R is achievable. 
Proof: The proof of this theorem is as usual based on a random 
coding argument. We sketch the gist of the proof below. 
Details can be found in [6]. We will use a randcrn code en
semble based on the idea of satellite coding introduced in 
[2) and [3]. Fix a discrete probability mass function Q

1
(·) 

and a conditional probability mass function o 2 (• I·) as in the 

joint ensemble (1). An ensemble of codes CN of blocklength 

N will be chosen in the following manner. First choose M
2 

N 
"cluster centers" u., 1 s i s M
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with distribution n o
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(u. ) • 
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times 
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through a channel with transition proba.bility 
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fi Q2(x . lu, ). 
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The decoding rules used by the decoders will be based 
upon joint typicality. Let 

P
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for ~ = (z1 , •• ,zN) and u = (u1 , ••• ,uN). 

Similarly define Pl,N(l I~) P5,N(¥ I~) and P 6,N<r>. 

Fix an e > O. At decoder (2) the received sequence 
decoded as i if and only if z is e-typical with u. 

-1. 

not e-typical with any other cluster center ~· k fa i. 

we say z is e-typical with u., where 
J 

z is 
a.nd 

Here 

l P3,N(~ I ~j) 
I N log 

P4 ,N (~) 
- I (U;Z) I < e. At decoder (1) the de-

coding is done in two steps. In the first step, generate a 
list £ of messages i l :s: i :s: M
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such that k e £ if 
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In the second step, 
an I ..t I sided fair 
source (1) if x k -m, 

select a k randomly from £ (by flipping 
coin) and decode m as the output of 
is the only codeword such that 

l pl N(y IX k) 
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that the code ensemble average of Pe,l(CN) and Pe
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made smaller than e for sufficiently large N provided that 
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Using time-aha.ring, we can conclude that R is achievable. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 

The rate region R defined by (4) is not suitable for 
canputation since the size of the U alphabet is not constrain
ed. We now present an alternate representation of the achiev-



able rate region R- Consider an ensemble, UXYZ, satisfying 
(1). Let I,K,J,L be the sizes of the U,X,Y,Z alphabets 
respectively. Define 

where the 
MIN[K,LJ. 

size of the U alphabet is constrained to be 
Similarly, with I= MIN [K,JJ, let 
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(A)J yields the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: The outer boundary of R is described by 

= INF C(l) - A R
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The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 of [3J and will be 
omitted here. The significance of this theorem is not only 
the definition of R as the solution of a nonlinear pro
gramming problem but also the considerable reduction in com
putational effort due to the restrictions on the size of the 
U alphabet. Note that by defining C(A) =MAX[C
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(A),c
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(l)J, 

R
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) automatically takes into account any possibilities of 

time sharing between rate pairs defined by (2) and those de
fined by (3). If the channels form a degraded pair, (7) re
duces to the expression for the capacity region given in [3J. 
Thus R = C. for degraded broadcast channels. We now show that 
R contains the achievable rate region for general broadcast 
channels given in [4J and [SJ. In [4J and [SJ a discrete 
joint ensemble yzxx
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is considered. The achievable rate region R' given in [4J 
and [SJ is defined as 
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But since x
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and x
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are independent, I (X
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;Y) s: I (X;Y IX2 ) 

and I(X
2

;Z)s:I(X;ZIX
1
). Thus we see from (2) and (3) that 

any rate pair in R' is contained in R-
Before proceeding to an example, it is instructive to 

rewrite (3) as 

C(Ql,Q2) = { (Rl,~) :Rl < I(X;Y) - I(U;Y) and~ <I(U;Z)}. 

This expression for rate pairs gives a more intuitive picture 
of how satellite coding works. For a fixed R;i, R1 is the 



normal capacity of channel (1) minus the amount of channel 
(l)'s capacity used in transmitting to channel (2). In this 
sense degraded broadcast channels are undesirable, since if 
DMC (2) is a degraded version of DMC (1) we always ha.ve 
I (U:Z) s I (U:Y). Therefore we always subtract off more than 
~ from channel (1). Certain nondegraded channels, on the 

other hand, can have I(U:Y) very small with I(U:Z) large, in 
which case we pay very little in terms of R

1 
for transmitting 

to channel (2). 

Blackwell Channel. -An interesting nondegradable broad
cast channel is the Blackwell channel which wa.s discussed in 
[5]. The transition probabilities for this channel are 
shown in Figure 2. If we set 

0 
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and 
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{Ql (U)} = (9) 
l p 
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where 
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Similarly, let 

l 0 

{Q2 (X IU)} 0 
l = 2 

0 
l 
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and Q (.) 
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as in (9), then (3) becomes 

(11) 

The convex hull of the union of the two rate regions (10) and 
(11) is shown in Figure 3. A simple outer bound [5] on the 



capacity region for this channel is that R
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+ ~ s: log23. 

Thus the boundary of the rate region in Figure 3 is seen to 
have a line segment in common with this outer bound. More
over the rate region in Figure 3 strictly dominates the rate 
region given in [5] for this channel. 

Common Information. -We now consider the case where there 
is a common message to be transmitted to both receivers in 
addition to the private messages. Source (0) emits one of M

0 
messages k which is encoded along with m and i, the out
puts of sources (1) and (2), into a codeword xk . which is - ,m, l. 
then transmitted. Decoder (1) attempts to decode k and m 
while decoder (2) attempts to recover k and i. 

We define a rate region R as follows. Consider a dis
crete joint ensemble vuxyz with joint probability mass 
function (prof) 
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Finally let

Theorem 3:  Every rate triplet in R is achievable.

For a proof of Theorem 3 and a description of the code ensemble and decoding procedure
see [6].

Concluding Remarks.  In this paper we have described some recent results in the theory
of broadcast channels. Although the evidence presented here tends to support a conjecture
that R is the capacity region, the proof of a converse coding theorem for nondegraded
broadcast channels remains the most important open problem in this area.

Another interesting unsolved problem to consider is determining the capacity region for the
broadcast channel with memory. This is an especially significant problem since most
physical situations which can be modeled by a broadcast channel require some memory in
the model. For a preliminary investigation in this area see [7]. Some other areas requiring
attention are the effect of feedback on the capacity region of a broadcast channel and
conditions for broadcast channels to be degraded. The effect of feedback is important from
a physical standpoint since most multi-channel communication systems have available a
high quality feedback path from the receivers to the transmitter. For degraded broadcast
channels it has been shown [8] that feedback does not alter the capacity region. In the
nondegraded case, however, it is not at all obvious what the effect of feedback will be. It is
also interesting to have a simple test for a broadcast channel to be degraded. This is
important from a computational point of view since the calculation of the capacity region
of a degraded channel is much simpler. This problem has not been resolved.

At this time the only codes which have been proposed for use on broadcast channels are
random satellite block codes. The practical value of these codes is limited, their primary
function being to prove the achievability of the rate region. The construction of
implementable error correcting codes for general discrete memoryless broadcast channels
is yet an open problem.
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Figure 2.  Transition Probabilities for the Blackwell Channel

Figure 3.  Rate Region for the Blackwell Channel
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